Name of Event: THAILAND OPEN
Venue and Date: Bangkok; 29 March – 02 April, 2017
Name of Players: G. Sathiyan, Harmeet Desai, Sanil Shetty, Anthony Amalraj, Jubin Kumar, Manav Thakkar, Arjun Ghosh, Birdie Boro, Abhishek Yadav, Manika Batra, Suthirtha Mukherjee, Madhurika Patkar, Mouma Das, Krittwika Sinha Roy, Archana Kamath, Ayhika Mukherjee, Moumita Datta, Amrutha Puspak
Coaches: Massimo Costantini, Arup Basak and R. Rajesh
Support Staff: Physical trainer (Kishore Dey)
Results: Please refer to our site (for important stories) and ittf.com for elaborate results

See foreign expert Massimo Costantini’s Report:

Object: ITTF Thailand Open 2017 Pro Tour held in Bangkok on March 29 – April 2 2017.

India Team composition:
5+5 senior, 4+4 youth, 3 coaches and 1 physio.

India Team made the following results:

**Bronze Medal:** In Men’s Doubles Sathiyan/Amalraj won bronze, while Harmeet/Sanil and Ghosh/Arjun/Jubin made it to the quarterfinals
- Manika/Mouma also made the quarterfinals in Women’s Doubles.

- Sathiyan and Amalraj reached the quarter finals in Men’s Singles and also Ayhika Mukherjee did the same in Women’s Singles.

- Manav, Ghosh A. Abhishek Yadav and Sanil Shetty, Mouma, Ayhika, Archana made it to the main draw in a contest where lots of good players have taken part.

Overall the performance of the players was satisfactory, there is a lot of work to do on mental aspect, technically, tactically and on fitness angle we are quite good. The work in Indore was really beneficial for them
Work of coach Arup, coach Rajesh and physio Kishore was tirelessly, big applause for them.
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